
 

 

 

Nirala estate- A perfect mantra for happinness 

Loaded with lavish amenities, this Nirala Estate residential development is one in every of the 

wonderful comes within the region. The property offers two BHK, three BHK and four BHK deluxe 

residences with correct specifications. This development can be chosen to be an excellent mantra 

for cloud nine, tranquillity and happiness. 

Spread over twenty-five acres, the project offers residences in numerous sizes- 955 sq. ft. to 2320 sq. 

Ft. This development comes from 2 major names within the business industry- promoters of SMC. 

Get the correct Nirala Estate Construction Update today! Guests parking, car parking zone, well-

ventilated residences, nice children play space, parking space, high-speed WI-FI, meditation space, 

and club space are some of the many options provided to residents. 

 

The development is found in the school Zone-4 Noida Extension. This location is one of the luxury 

locations and well connected with alternative areas within the region. You’ll be able to check up on 

the event by taking a visit, talk to us regarding possession of the property. 

 

More than an 80% of the  area is open for  residents which makes Nirala Estate development an 

ideal development. Elegant residences with spacious balconies provide excellent quality time for 

your favourite ones while u sip your cup of coffee away during evenings. 

Nirala is sort of spacious from others. Since the origination of 1996, Nirala World has created new 

benchmarks within the domain of land and earned a reputed name. Nirala is farming for each 

budget of individuals. Nirala is serving Bharat for a protracted amount of your time. Nirala is 

incredibly acknowledged for its quality and commitment. Nirala World aims to fulfil the shoot for 

rising Bharat for contemporary areas. Get all the updates of the event together with Nirala Estate 

Construction Update and Nirala Estate Possession through our dedicated and knowledgeable team! 

The Grand Design of the event can take your mind away! 

 

Shopping malls, native markets, progressive club homes, grand sports centres, colleges, landmarks, 

huge multiplexes, putative Universities, and premium hospitals are all close to this property. 

 


